
October’s Observations 

(Published in November’s edition of Nacelle)  
 

Well, this month not Covid, not rain but the fuels run out.  All I can add is to keep calm and be resourceful. 
 
I have been on holiday with Mrs O’May for much of this month, so have only been on 2 club activities.  The 
first of which I attended as a single club entity.  This has become a bit of a norm, as last month Paul V 
attended Brooklands on his own and this month I soldiered up to the Triumph HQ for the ABF event on my 
own, although another member (Ken B) was there, but we never coincided. 
 
As I rode up to Hinkley in fair weather, I stopped at Simply Sausage for tea and noted it was mostly 
populated by the breed of motorcyclist who believe the front wheel is only there for the purposes of 
parking. 
The event itself was very well attended and brilliantly marshalled.  We were led through some idyllic 
Leicestershire countryside and through, somewhere proclaiming itself to be the forest of England, that I 
felt was slightly less foresty than for instance Epping but hey, who am I to judge.  We then skirted the 
scene of the Battle of Bosworth Heath  but hostilities seemed to have ceased, so nothing to report.  
If I have a criticism of the event, it would be that doubtless due to H&S advice, we were sent off in groups 
of around 20. This meant the drama and spectacle of the event was somewhat diminished. 
 
I am now going to play fast and loose with my word count, but an extraordinary thing happened whist 
standing in the Triumph café that I think is worth the space. 
 
I was surveying a perfectly lovely early 1961 Thruxton in racing trim when approached by gent in official 
looking Triumph attire, who proceeded to go into spectacular detail about the bike’s cam profiles carbing 
and its brakes?  He informed me he had restored the machine himself to its present immaculate state. I 
was by this juncture feeling I might be in the company of someone who had an authotative perspective on 
all things Triumph. This instinct was confirmed when he introduced himself as Dick Shepherd. He went on 
to ask me if I might wish to see the first ever Triumph made that he had in his van parked just outside the 
café.  We proceeded to said van, where he opened the doors on a perfectly restored early Triumph.  It was 
undoubtedly old, and Dick went on to explain that the bike had been traced to a reclusive car and bike 
collector in the Republic of Ireland. The motorcycle itself was a Triumph bicycle frame with a Minerva 
engine installed into it and with an elongated flat tank on it but with largely bicycle braking and the period 
final drive method of propulsion the leather belt.  The engine was a 177cc motor, which produced 1.3hp. 
Dick explained he had had it running, but that Triumph wished to have the official unveiling at a special 
press event.  Dick also disclosed that he had heard that somewhere in the world there was an 1898 
Triumph Tricycle which would make Triumph the oldest manufacture of motorcycles in the world.  I look 
forward to his unearthing of this iconic machine. 
 
One might think that my second club event was a bit of an anti-climax, but it was not. 
We gathered at the Lodge Country Club and there was a good turn out of members, including Martin K on 
his now legendary tangerine dream/nightmare Bonnie, which continues to impress all who see and hear it.  
We also had the not inconsiderable pleasure of viewing Philip S’s new Harley D, which has on it more 
chrome than chrome polish manufactures will be able to keep us supplied with. This could be the next 
product to panic buy, don’t say you have not been warned. 
 
Chris O’ 


